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This list contains individuals or organizations that have indicated interest in conducting archaeological research in Wisconsin on a contractual basis. They have certified that they are qualified archaeologists under the Secretary of Interior’s professional qualification standards (36 CFR 61, Appendix A.).

This list is not inclusive. There may be other qualified individuals or organizations that have not contacted us. Contractors should contact the Register of Professional Archaeologists as well as Historic Preservation offices in neighboring states for additional listings.

How the list is organized

Company names are listed alphabetically.

- After each listing, areas of expertise are noted (prehistoric and/or historic archaeology).

Representation Conditions

This list is provided as a public service. It does not constitute an endorsement for any, or all, of these individuals or institutions. Nor is it a guarantee of satisfactory work. Standard business practices should be used in contracting for services with these individuals and institutions. Credentials and work history should be checked. Former clients should be consulted. The State Historic Preservation Office does not remove names from this list unless requested by the individual or institution concerned.

Federally permitted or assisted projects

- Federal or federally permitted or assisted projects must be conducted by a qualified archaeologist as defined in “Archeology and Historic Preservation: Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines.”
- When reviewing archaeological projects, the Society’s State Historic Preservation Office applies the “Wisconsin Archaeological Survey Guidelines for Public Archaeology.”
- To conduct archaeological research on public lands owned by the state and its political subdivisions a permit from the State Archaeologist is required.
- To conduct archaeological research on federal lands, a federal (ARPA) permit is needed.
- All artifacts and information collected during the course of federal or federally-assisted projects must be curated in accordance with federal regulation 36 CFR Part 79, which is entitled “Curation of Federally-owned and Administered Archeological Collections.”

Wisconsin’s State Historic Preservation Office staff offers an archaeological consultants workshop each year. In order to remain on this list, you must attend the workshop once every two years.
Archaeological Consulting & Services
Philip Salkin
P.O. Box 260274
Madison, WI 53726-0274
OR
9241 E. Nacoma Dr.
Sun Lakes, AZ 85248
608-438-7993
psalkin.acs@gmail.com
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Archaeological Research, Inc.
David Keene
6907 University Avenue #161
Middleton, WI 53562
608-836-8677
arimadison@arch-res.com
www.arch-res.com
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

AVD Archaeological Services, Inc.
Allen Van Dyke
305 S. Britton Road
Union Grove, WI 53182
262-878-0510
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Bear Creek Archeology, Inc.
Derek V. Lee
24091 York Street
Cresco, IA 52136
563-547-4545 (O)
563-547-5403 (C)
BCA@BearCreekArcheology.com
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Blondo Consulting, LLC
Steven J. Blondo
3939 Sand Hill Road
Kettle River, MN 55757
218-485-1174
steven@blondoconsulting.com
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Burns & McDonnell
Douglas J. Kullen
1431 Opus Place, Suite 400
Downers Grove, IL 60515
630-515-4626 (O)
630-408-2385 (C)
dkullen@burnsmcd.com
Douglas Shaver
Cultural Resource Specialist
9400 Ward Parkway
Kansas City, MO 64114
816-844-4447 (O)
816-213-8281 (C)
deshaver@burnsmcd.com
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Cardno, Inc.
Steven Brann, RPA
Archaeologist
145 Limekiln Road, Suite 100
New Cumberland, PA 17070
717-265-0414
steven.brann@cardno-gs.com
PREHISTORIC AND HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Central Wisconsin Archaeological Consulting LLC
Dr. Ray P. Reser RPA
1501 County Rd. ZZ North
Amherst Jct. WI 54407
715 346 4888
715 677 4710
cwacgeoarch@gmail.com
rreser@uwsp.edu
PREHISTORIC AND HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Commonwealth Heritage Group, Inc.
Dr. Robert J. Watson, RPA
rwatson@chg-inc.com
Carrie Christman
cchristman@chg-inc.com
Elissa Hulit
ehulit@chg-inc.com
Rhiannon Jones
rjones@chg-inc.com
8869 N. Deerwood Dr.
Milwaukee, WI 53209
414-446-4121
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY
UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY
REMOTE SENSING
emeritus status
Dr. Kathryn C. Egan-Bruhy, PhD., RPA
Mark Bruhy
W62N822 Arbor St
Cedarburg, WI 53012
Katie Egan/Bruhy 262-339-2104 (C)
Mr. Mark BruhyCell 262-339-2202 (C)

Duluth Archaeology Center
Susan Mulholland
Archaeology Lab
5910 Fremont Street, Suite 1
Duluth, MN 55807
218-624-5489
archcenter@aol.com
PREHISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY
EarthView Environmental, Inc.
Joe Artz
310 2nd Street
Coralville, WI 52241
319-358-2542
319-621-286 (C)
joe@earthviewenvironmental.com
www.earthviewenvironmental.com
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Ecology and Environment, Inc.
Leslie Kirchler-Owen
33 West Monroe
Chicago, IL 60603
312-578-9243 ext. 4109
LKirchler-Owen@ene.com
www.ene.com
PREHISTORIC AND HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Edge Consulting Engineers
Jake W. Rieb
624 Water Street
Prairie du Sac, WI 53578
608-644-1449
jrieb@edgeconsult.com
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Florin Cultural Resource Services
Frank Florin
N12902 273rd Street
Boyceville, WI 54725
715-643-2918 (Phone & Fax)
florincrs11@gmail.com
http://www.florincrs.com/
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Fromm Applied Technology Geophysics
Arthur J. Fromm
3173 Miller Road
Abrams, WI 54101
gephysics@geophysicscss.com
262-242-4280
REMOTE SENSING

Golder Associates Inc.
Chris Tinti, M.A., RPA
920-370-4966 (O)
920-491-2510 (F)
906-458-0541 (C)
tinti@golder.com
David Wilcox, M.A., RPA
2247 Fox Heights Lane, Suite A
Green Bay, WI 54304
dwilcox@golder.com
920-491-2500 (O)
920-461-8738 (C)
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Great Lakes Research, Inc.
Mark C. Branstner, RPA
501 Madison St.
Lake Geneva, WI 53147
517-927-4556
mark.branstner@glrinc.org
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

HDR Inc., Minnesota
Stephen Sabatke
763-278-5992
Stephen.Sabatke@hdrinc.com
Michael Justin
763-591-5423
Michael.Justin@hdrinc.com
701 Xenia Ave South, Suite 600
Minneapolis, MN 55416
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Horsley Archaeological Prospection, LLC
Tim Horsley, Ph.D.
Adjunct Assistant Professor
Department of Anthropology
Northern Illinois University
443-804-6101
timhorsley@gmail.com
GEOPHYSICAL ARCHAEOLOGIST
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Ryan J. Howell, MA, RPA
Yahara River Tribal Archaeological and
Burial Services, Inc.
5128 Churchill Lane
Suite 4
Middleton WI 53562
608-982-6149
ryan.jayhowell@yahoo.com

iResponse106.Com
Justin Moschelle
P. O. Box 230
Box Elder MT 59521
406-395-4700 (P)
406-395-5444 (F)
406-529-1616 (C)
Justin.moschelle@iresponse106.com
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Jamison, Gregg M
Gregg M. Jamison
719 5th Street
New Glarus, WI 53574
608-354-9589 (C)
608-291-0733 (O)
Gregg.jamison@gmail.com
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY
Louis Berger U.S. Inc.
Andrew Wilkins, Ph.D., RPA
WSP USA
1600 Baltimore Avenue, Suite 100
Kansas City, Missouri 64108
816 559 3827 (O)
816 745 0681 (C)
andrew.wilkins@wsp.com

Midwest Archaeological Consultants
Randy Robert Dickson, RPA
1108 Rhode Island Street
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
920-559-1929 (O)
920-743-9632 (H)
rdickson@midwestarchaeology.com
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Midwest Archaeological Research Services, Inc.
Jay Martinez, M.A., RPA
jmartinez.mars@gmail.com
815-451-4981
Clare Tolmie
ctolmie@midwestarch.net
Steven A. Katz
skatz@globalarchaeology.com
505 North State Street
Marengo, IL 60152
815-568-0680
Box 2533
Crystal Lake, IL
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Mississippi Valley Archaeology Center
Dr. Constance Arzigian
carzigian@uwax.edu
Dr. Katherine Stevenson
608-785-8451
kstevenon@uwax.edu
Vicki Twinde-Javner
vtwinde-javner@uwax.edu
1725 State Street
La Crosse, WI 54601
608-785-8463
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Museum of Anthropology
University of Missouri
Alex W. Barker
115 Business Loop 70W
Columbia, MO 65211-8350
573-882-7338 (O)
573-239-4150 (C)
barkeraw@missouri.edu

106 Consulting, LLC
Louis Bubb
3419 Cardiff Avenue, Suite #2
Cincinnati, OH 45209
513-620-6770
louisbubb@gmail.com
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

David Overstreet
1961 N. Summit Avenue, # 612
Milwaukee, WI 53202
414-559-0609
doverstreet@Menominee.edu
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Pelican Rapids Archaeological Consulting
Michael LaRonge
803 Balsam Street
Rhinelander, WI 54501
715-362-9671
mlaronge@frontiernet.net
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Phase One Archaeological Services
John G. Hodgson
P.O. Box 45822
Madison, WI 53744-5822
608-334-1828
phaseonearchaeology@gmail.com
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Public Service Archaeology Program
Dr. Kevin McGowan
Mr. Gregory Walz, RPA
7428 Bradford Court
Gurnee, IL 60031
217-333-1636 (O)
847-287-9045 (C)
kpmcgowa@illinois.edu
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Red Gates Archaeology
Dr. Philip G. Millhouse
316 West Prospect Street
Stoughton, WI 53589
608-205-2753
608-718-9324 (C)
redgatesarchaeology@gmail.com
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Richard Grubb & Associates, Inc.
Donna Andrews
Michael J. Gall
Ilene Grossman-Bailey
Martha E. Heuser
Robert J. Lore
Paul J. McEachen
Megan E. Springate
Alana Stops  
Jesse O. Walker  
30 North Main Street  
Cranbury, NJ 08512  
608-655-0692 Ext. 309  
mail@richardgrubb.com  
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

SEARCH - SEARCH2O  
David Breetzke, M.A.  
Project Manager  
Covington, KY 41011  
859-307-2797 (C)  
352-333-0049 (O)  
dbreetzke@searchinc.com  

Jeff Enright M.A., RPA  
Maritime Project Manager and Archaeologist  
700 N 9th Avenue  
Pensacola, FL 32501  
850-607-2846 (O)  
850-521-0641 (C)  
850-607-8439 fax  
jeff@searchinc.com  
HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

STANTEC  
Paul Kreisa  
Senior Archaeologist  
301 982-2866 (O)  
240 793-1992 (C)  
301 220-2595 (F)  
paul.kreisa@stantec.com  
12075 Corporate Parkway  
Mequon, WI 53092  
OR 6110 Frost Place  
Laurel MD 20707-2927

Zachary Stencil  
6803 Sunset Drive  
Verona, WI 53593  
608-636-4213  
zrstencil@gmail.com  
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Cynthia M. Stiles, RPA  
126 South Oneida Avenue  
Rhineland, WI 54501  
715-369-3248  
715-499-0481 (C)  
cydstil@newnorth.net  
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Summit Envirosolutions, Inc.  
Mollie O’Brien, M.A.  
651-308-5873 (O)  
mobrien@summite.com  
Andrea Vermeer  
651-842-4207  
1217 Bandada Boulevard  
St. Paul, MN 55108  
PREHISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

The 106 Group, Ltd.  
Anne Ketz  
370 Selby Avenue  
St. Paul, MN 55102  
651-290-0977  
anneketz@106group.com  
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Terracon  
Suzanne Reece  
Senior Staff Scientist-Archaeologist  
3535 Hoffman Road East I  
White Bear Lake, MN 55110  
651-225-5298 (O)  
605-360-0232 (C)  
Suzanne.Reece@Terracon.com  
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

TRC Environmental Corp.  
Rachel Klabacka  
150 N. Patrick Blvd, Suite 180  
Brookfield, WI 53045  
262-879-1212 (O)  
262-309-1539 (C)  
rklabacka@trcsolutions.com  
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

University of Iowa  
William E. Whittaker, Ph.D.  
Interim Research Director  
319-384-0937  
william-whittaker@uiowa.ed  
Lara K. Noldner, Ph.D.  
Bioarchaeology Director  
319-384-0740  
lara-noldner@uiowa.edu  
Office of the State Archaeologist  
700 Clinton St. Building  
University of Iowa  
Iowa City, IA 52242  
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee  
Cultural Resource Management  
Dr. John Richards, Principal Investigator  
414-229-2440, cell 262-424-1887  
jdr@uwm.edu  
Dr. Patricia Richards, Principal Investigator  
414-229-2416, 229-3078 pbrownr@uwm.edu  
Jennifer R. Haas, Principal Investigator  
414-229-3078, cell 414-403-3158  
haasjr@uwm.edu  
Brian D. Nicholls, Principal Investigator
414-229-3078
nicholls@uwm.edu
Dept. of Anthropology
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
PO Box 413
Milwaukee, WI 53211
414-229-3078
PREHISTORIC AND HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY

Heather Walder, Ph.D.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Department of Anthropology
Honorary Fellow 2015-2016
414-688-4227
hwalder@wisc.edu
PREHISTORIC & HISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY